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COWBOY

FOR THE AMIGURUMI
What do you need:

fine yarn (at a recommended hook size of 2.5-3.5 mm)
in skin-colour for the body, in white (for the shirt) and
blue (for the jeans). As latter items are worked as parts
of the body, use the same yarn type and weight for
those as you used for the body

a slightly thinner dark-brown yarn for the jacket and
shoes (recommended hook size of 2.0-2.5)

beige filet yarn for the hat (recommended hook size of
1.25-1.5 mm)

a preferred yarn for the hair (I used black yarn, the
same type as I used for the body)

some wadding

8 mm safety eyes

thin scissors that are also used to assist in stuffing the
narrow areas of the doll
The outfit consists of …
 a shirt and jeans worked as part of the body
 a belt
 a jacket
 shoes
 a country-style hat

You crochet up-to-down, starting with the head and working in
continuous rounds of single crochets the body, leaving an outline
for the arms and legs (i.e. the body is worked in one piece).

How to read the instructions:
To facilitate the reading, I abbreviate working several consecutive
stitches as the number to be crocheted:
e.g. “5 sc, inc (7)” means that you work a sc in each of the next 5
sts and 2 sc in the 6th stitch, getting a round of 7 sts.
“4 sc, dec (5)” means, likewise, working a sc in each of the next 4
sts and, then, crocheting the 5th & 6th st in a sc together, reducing
the round from 6 to 5 sts.
For the inc and dec sts, I shorten several consecutive increases/
decreases in terms of y-times (stated as x, i.e. yx inc or yx dec)
“2x inc” means that you increase the next 2 sts, thus, working 2
sc in each of the next 2 sc (4 sc in total); rd-inc by 2 sts.
“3x dec” means that you sc each of the next 3 2-sts together, thus,
sc the 1st & 2nd sc together, the 3rd & 4th, and the 5th & 6th. The
next rd is 3 sts lower.
INFO-BOX 1: How to decrease stitches invisibly
If you want to decrease sts without creating a noticeable
decrease pattern or gaps, the invisible decrease (dec) is the
perfect way to go: insert hook in each of the front loops of the
st that you want to sc together (1). You now have three loops
on your hook. YO and pull through the first two loops on your
hook (2). YO again and pull through the two loops remaining
on your hook (4). You have now invisibly decreased one st.1

Skill level: easy
Finished Size: appr. 13 cm incl. hat
Abbreviations:
rd = round / sc = single crochet / inc = increase / dec = decrease /
st, sts = stitch, stitches / sl st = slip stitch / ch = chain / t = turn your
work / BS = Bobble Stitch / YO = yarn over / lp, lps = loop, loops

INFO-BOX 2: How to make a bobble stitch2
ch 2, YO, insert hook into next st, YO and pull through the st
(you have 3 lps on the hook now), YO again and pull through 2
of your loops on the hook [you’ve got 2 loops on the hook
now; if you would pull through all 3 lps instead, you would get
a half double crochet].

Repeat the process on the same st:
YO, insert hook into same st, YO and pull through the st, YO
again and pull through 2 loops on the hook [you’ve got 3 loops
on the hook now].

Repeat the process on the same st a last time and close the
bobble at the end by pulling through all remaining lps:
YO, insert hook into same st, YO and pull through the st, YO
again and pull through 2 loops on your hook [you’ve got 4 lps
on the hook now]. At last, YO again and pull through all loops
on your hook.
Depending on how thick you want the bobble to be, you
repeat the process more often (we, in comparison, work 3times on the same st).

© 2017 Trishagurumi
All rights reserved.
You may not sell, redistribute or publish this pattern. Final products made with this
pattern can be sold if Trishagurumi is credited as the designer.
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HEAD

Continue working the BODY:

33. Rd (LEG-OUTLINE): 15 sc, count 18 sts and work a sc in the

1. Rd: work 6 sc in a magic ring (6)

20. Rd: inc every st (12)

18th st. Count anew. You now continue working the first leg

2. Rd: inc every st (12)
3. Rd: inc every

2nd

st (18)

21. Rd: inc every

2nd

st (18), change colour to white

22. Rd: inc every

3rd

st (24)

4. Rd: inc every 3rd st (24)

23. Rd: inc every 3rd st (32)

5. Rd: inc every 4th st (30)

24. Rd (ARM-OUTLINE): 9 sc, count 7 sts and work a sc in the 7th

6. Rd: inc every

5th

st (36)

7. Rd: inc every 6th st (42)
8. Rd: dec every

6th

st (36)

(right leg from the doll’s perspective).

st (1st arm (7)), 15 sc, count another 7 sts and work a sc in the
7th st (2nd arm (7)). End the round with 1 sc in each of the
remaining 7 sc (18)

9.-13. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (36)
EYES: Place a marker after the 5th st of the 11th rd. This
positions the first eye. Work another 6 sc and insert
another marker for the 2nd eye (i.e. the 2nd eye is
inserted on the 11th st of the 11th rd or, differently put,
on the 6th st to the right of the 1st eye). Insert the eyes
after the 13th rd.

1.-4. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (18)
5. Rd: dec, 16 sc (17)
6. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (17)
7. Rd: dec , 15 sc (16)
8. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (16), change colour back to skin
9. Rd: 14 sc, dec (15)
14. Rd: dec every 5th st (30)
See INFO-BOX 1 on how to decrease invisibly on p.2
15. Rd: dec every

4th

st (24)

25. Rd: inc every 3rd st (24)

10. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (15)

26.+27. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (24)

11. Rd: dec every 2nd st (10)

28. Rd: inc every 4th st (30), change

16. Rd: dec every 3rd st (18)

colour to blue

17. Rd: dec every 2nd st (12)

29. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (30)

Stuff the head.
18. Rd: dec every st (6)

Stuff the leg.
12. Rd: dec every st and close the leg

30. Rd: inc every 6th st (35)
31.+32. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (35)

19. Rd (THROAT): 1 sc in each st around (6)
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Repeat 1.-12. Rd. for the other leg with a
new yarn (starting with a blue yarn and
changing to skin-colour after the 8th rd).
Make sure that you increase symmetrically
to the other leg, so you need to adjust the
dec-sts for the left leg according to the right
leg.

ARMS:
Take a new yarn in skin-colour, make a knot at the yarn beginning
and stitch into the “armpit”-st.
1.-9. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (7)
10. Rd: (inc, 2 sc)x 2, inc (10)
11. Rd: (inc, 1 sc)x 3, work a BS in

JACKET:
The jacket is worked in three pieces: (1) the sleeve-less form, (2)
the collar attached to (1), (3) the sleeves.
Start (1) by working a chain of 16. Leave sufficient yarn beginning
to work the collar later.
1. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (15). Ch 1 and turn your work (ch 1+t)
2. Rd: inc every st (30). Ch 1 +t
3. Rd: inc, 28 sc, inc (32). Ch 1 +t
4. Rd: inc, 30, inc (34). Ch 1 +t
5. Rd: inc every 4th st, 2 sc rest. (42). Ch 1 +t
6. Rd: inc, 4 sc, count 11 and sc in the 11th next st for the 1st armoutline, 11 sc, count 11 anew and sc in the 11th next st for the 2nd
arm-outline, 4 sc, inc (24). Ch 1 +t
7. Rd: inc every 4th st (5-times), 4 sc rest (29). Ch 1 +t
8. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (29). Ch 1 +t
9. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (29). Ch 1 +t
10. Rd: inc, 27, inc (31). Ch 1 +t
11. Rd: work 7 sl sts, 17 sc, end round with sl sts in the remaining
7 sc (31).
Weave in the yarn end.

next (this will be the doll’s thumb;
see INFO-BOX 2 on how to do a
bobble stitch on p.2), 3 sc (15)

Collar:
Take the beginning yarn or a new yarn, stitch into the right end of
the top of the jacket and work 2 rounds of 1 sc. Weave in all yarn
ends.

Sleeves:
Work the sleeves while the jacket is put on the doll, otherwise you
will have troubles putting the jacket on later due to the thick
thumb!
Take a new yarn and stitch into any st of the arm-outline from the
6th round above. For the 1st sleeve (choose a side), work 5 rounds
of 1 sc. In the 1st Rd inc the armpit-st, so that you have 12, instead
of 11 sts. In the 6th Rd inc every sc by a hdc (thus, working 24 hdc),
sl st last st and roll up the last round.

12. Rd: dec every st, stuff the arm
For the 2nd sleeve, work 7 rounds of 1 sc in each st (thus, working
12 sc per rd). Again, in the 1st Rd inc the armpit-st, so that you
have 12, instead of 11 sts. Sl st last st and weave in yarn end.

and close it. Weave in the yarn
end.
Repeat 1.-12. Rd. for the second arm. To place the thumb almost
at the same level as on the other hand, work the 11th Rd
differently:
11. Rd: BS in next st, (1 sc, inc)x3, 3 sc
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HAIR:
Take a brown or another colour for the hair at a yarn weight
similar or higher than for the body (e.g. at a recommended hook
size of 2.5-3.5). Stitch the hairs tightly, working diagonally starting
with the parting after the 5th round of the head (the bald patch
will be later largely covered by the hat) and stitching more than 2
rows lower. While working towards the ears, increase the range
of rows covered by the hair.

BEARD:
For the beard, take the same yarn as you used for the hair. Stitch
2 rows below the end of the eyes and crochet the beard
diagonally mirrored from 4 sts on the upper lip to 5-6 sts on the
lower lip so that the result looks something like that:

JEANS-DETAILS (Pockets):
Take the blue yarn that you used for the jeans and ch 5.
1. Rd: dec, dec, ch 1 and turn (2)
2. Rd: 1 sc in each of the 2 sc (2)
Use both yarn ends to sew the part as a side-pocket to the
trousers. For the second pocket, repeat the two rounds but sew
the part mirror-inverted to the other side of the trousers to have
a symmetrical look.
BELT:
Take a black yarn at a recommended hook size of 1.25-1.75 mm
(size 10) and use a 1.5 mm hook for crocheting the belt.
Ch 3
1. Rd: 1 sc in each of the 2 st, starting the 2nd st from the hook, ch
1 and turn (2)
Repeat the round 38-times in total and fit it to the waist of your
doll to check the length sufficiency.
Add a white round as the belt nub by working 7 sc in a magic ring
and sew both parts to the waist at the transition between shirt
and jeans.
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HAT:
Use a beige or black yarn at a recommended hook size of 1.251.5 mm (size 10) or slightly thicker. For orientation, you start with
the crown, then divide the hat into two equal parts (crease) and
finish the top with the pinches. Then you take a new yarn and
work the brim:

SHOES:
Take the 2.0-2.5 mm sized brown yarn that you used for the
jacket. The shoes are made up of two parts that are then sewed
together:
(i)
the sole
ch 5
1. Rd: work 1 sc in each st starting from the 2nd st from
the hook, ch 1 and turn (4)
2. Rd: 1 sc in each st around, ch 1 and turn (4)
3. Rd: dec twice, ch 1 and turn (2)
4.-6. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (2)
7. Rd: st the last two sts together (dec)
Leave the yarn end to later sew the shoe sole to the
material round
(ii)

Ch 40 and close the ch sts to a ring (40). Working in continuous
rds.
1.-7. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (40)
8. Rd (crease): you now divide the round in 2 equal parts by
chaining 12 sts and attaching the ch sts with a sc in the 20th st
(20+12 ch sts). Now, insert a marker for orientation; here we will
build up the two pinches that are characteristic of the country
hat. Leave the marker until you finish the top of the hat.
9. Rd (pinch): 2x (dec every 7th st), 4 sc, sc in each ch st around(30)
10. Rd: 5x (dec every 5th st) (25)
11.+12. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (25).
13. Rd: 3 sc, evert your work and sew the last round (12th rd)
lengthwise together. Weave in the yarn end, evert the form back
and continue with the second half of the upper-hat from Rd 9:
9. Rd (pinch): start from the marker of round 8. Work 1 sc in each
of the former ch sts around (12), 2x (dec every 7th st), 4 sc (30)
10. Rd: 5x (dec every 5th st) (25)
11.+12. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (25).

the material around
ch 14 and close the ch sts to a ring (14). Now, work in
continuous rounds.
1.-4. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (14)
5. Rd: 4x inc, 1 sc in each of the remaining 10 sts (18)
6. Rd: 3 sc, 2x inc, 1 sc in the remaining 13 sts (20). Sl
st last st

Put the sole under the material-around and attach it by stitching
through each st of both parts in pairs. For a smooth transition
between the parts, make sure to stitch from below (see pic below
top right).

13. Rd: 2 sc, evert your work and sew the last round (12th rd)
lengthwise together. Weave in the end and evert the hat back.
Take a new yarn, stitch in any former ch st from the 1st round of

As the material-around is stitched using one stitch less than the
lower leg to fit the foot tightly and not fall off, it might not be so
easy to put the shoes on the doll. Start by squeezing the leg to get
inside the shoe and then assist yourself with a darning needle to
further pull the shoe lightly up to a level when the leg touches the
shoes sole.

your previous work and continue with the brim:
1. Rd (brim): inc every 2nd st (60)
2. Rd: inc every 2nd st (90)
3.-6. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (90)
7. Rd: inc every 9th st (100)
8.+9. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (100). Weave in both yarn ends
and attach the hat to the head. Stuff the interior of the hat
lightly with some wadding to make it stiff.
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